Reduce, Reuse & Recycle!
Christian Amaro, Assistant Site Supervisor
Each year it seems like so much paper and paper products are
wasted. In previous years our students have created a recycling box
and put the contents in our school’s bin. However, at least once a month, Mr. Amaro takes the
contents of the recycling box to Pike High School, where his uncle is primary sponsor of the school’s
Sierra Club. The Sierra Club at Pike has collected and recycled 800 tons of paper products in less than
10 years! It is pretty amazing to hear those numbers and that we have played a part in recycling! Our
paper recycling comes from the bits and scraps from various craft clubs, as well as scratch paper from
homework time. Our students have become quite proactive in the afternoons as well as the morning
to ensure they put their recycling in the box! Ms. Quarles painted the box this year with some ideas
from students. Sometimes Mr. Amaro has to be reminded to take the recycling, but is always amazed
to see how much recycling products fit into one simple box! We plan on continuing this partnership for
some time!

May Birthdays!
Christian Amaro, Assistant Site Supervisor
The weather has began heating up and we are in the double digits of
days remaining in this school year! We will continue to celebrate
birthdays on Fridays and will do so early in the month so we can
recognize as many students as we can. Birthday recognition occurs on
Fridays during our RICHER Right Up moment. Each student receives a
WB ESE Birthday pencil of their choice and gets to stand on the stairs
in front of their peers to receive a special shout out! We hope everyone has a great
birthday! We will also be shouting out our summer birthdays as the month goes on!
May Birthdays: Grant N., Vivian F-W., Keaton F., Cameron L., and Crosby G.
Not pictured: Easton W., Paisley N., Alden T., Garreth T., and Pax C.
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